Abstract

Cochlear implantation in children with hearing impairment (HI) have demonstrated significant outcomes in the areas of spoken language development and education. However, it has been reported that children with cochlear implant (CI) have variable performance in regular educational settings. Therefore, the aim of study is to understand the issues related to classroom performance in children with cochlear implant from a teacher’s point of view. Children with cochlear implant placed in mainstream education were recruited for the study. The class teacher filled out a questionnaire that was developed which included 14 domains that was identified based on previous literature. The results indicated significant lacunae in the areas of communication, listening, and social interaction, use of appropriate compensatory strategies, test taking skills, reading, and writing. Children with CI exhibited considerable deficits in mainstream education. However, the study highlighted the potential areas that required professional support to cope with mainstream education. The results of the study can also help to enhance teacher education and thereby facilitate better learning opportunities for children with CI.
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Introduction

Cochlear implantation has become a recognized treatment option for individuals with severe to profound hearing loss (Niparko et al., 2010). The outcomes of cochlear implant (CI) device are well recognized in the areas of speech perception, speech production, verbal language, reading, social interaction, quality of life and mainstream education (Wu et al., 2013). Children implanted at an early age are trained to acquire necessary skills of speech recognition and language development. Hence, early implantation enables children with hearing loss to be integrated in mainstream education as their hearing peers (Damen et al., 2007). Significant positive academic outcomes have been reported by parents of children using CI in mainstream education (Chundu et al., 2014). The implementation of the National Educational Policy in 1986 and the Persons with Disabilities Act, 1995 has facilitated children with CI to be enrolled in...
mainstream schools. However, the placement of these children in mainstream education still remains a challenge in India.

The children with hearing impairment encounter various difficulties to cope in the regular educational system. They commonly experience speech and language deficits and show signs of lower academic achievement and have poor psychosocial development than their normal hearing peers (Punch & Hyde, 2010; Wu et al., 2013). These difficulties affect their overall performance in mainstream education. Previous studies have identified that children with CI face communication and listening difficulties (Archbold et al., 2002; Bouton et al., 2012; Leigh et al., 2013). The cognitive skills and social behaviors are also affected compared to the other hearing peers in the class (De Giacomo et al., 2013; Kluwin, 2002). Classroom noise levels also create annoyance to the child with hearing impairment in mainstream education (Crandell & Smaldino, 2000; Stinson, 1999). All this has a significant impact on the overall quality of life in children with hearing impairment (Damen et al., 2007; Hintermair, 2011; Kyle & Harris, 2006). Children with hearing loss had significantly delay in reading and other literacy related areas (Moog & Geers, 2003; Prakash, 2012).

In a developing country like India, the primary educator is the teacher who oversees the class. The class teacher is the one who spends most of the time in class along with the children and they are expected to be aware of the overall academic performance. Hence, it is imperative to recognize the teachers as informants to report the mainstream performance of a child with CI. Therefore, the current study attempts to report the challenges to accommodate children with CI in a mainstream curriculum in India from functional information obtained from the teacher.

**Method**

The study was a cross-sectional study design, and it was carried out in two phases. The study was approved by institutional ethics committee of Sri Ramachandra University. (Reference: CSP/16/JAN/45/66).

**Phase 1**

For the current study, a non-standardized questionnaire was developed with the underlying principles and domains of the Screening Instrument for Targeting Educational Risk (SIFTER) developed by Anderson (Anderson et al., 2005) as a base reference. The purpose of the questionnaire was to serve as a guideline to assist the teacher to record the observations of the child with CI in the classroom. The questionnaire developed was culturally relevant to accommodate the Indian educational system. The questionnaire included the following domains:

1. Listening behaviors in classroom
2. Classroom acoustics
3. Device performance
4. Attention
5. Communication
6. Social behaviors
7. Repair strategies/compensatory strategies
8. Independent working habits
9. Class participation
10. Test-taking skills
11. Written language
12. Parental support
13. Overall academic considerations
14. Overall average in class

The questionnaire was validated for content by two audiologists, a special educator in the field of CI rehabilitation (minimum five years of experience) and a mainstream teacher. Appropriate changes were incorporated based on the suggestion provided by the professionals. The scoring was determined using frequency Likert scale. As the questionnaire was designed to obtain the opinion of class teacher the Likert scale was used. (Table 1)

**Phase 2**
**Procedure**

The participants of the study were children with severe to profound congenital hearing impairment (n=20) who have received cochlear implant at Sri Ramachandra Medical Centre, Chennai. The participants were children between the age ranges of 5 to 10 years with a unilateral CI with a minimum of two years of experience in mainstream school were recruited for the study. The age of implantation of the children was below five years. Children with any other additional issues were excluded from the study.

Appropriate consent from parents and permission from the schools were obtained. The teachers primarily belonged to the government schools in district villages in the state of Tamilnadu. Children who were recruited for the study were distributed across the state in different geographical locations of the state. All the teachers who participated in the study have a teacher training diploma and had a work experience of minimum of three years in mainstream school teaching. Consent from the teacher was also obtained to record the observations in class using the questionnaire. The teachers participated in the study were trained educators for primary school teaching. In Tamilnadu, and others states in India the class teacher transacts all the subjects in the Primary school. Only the class teachers were targeted to fill out the questionnaires as they will be aware of the child’s performance in the classroom and they directly handle the child. The questionnaire was handed over to the class teachers in the mainstream schools where the children
using CI were enrolled by the parents. The investigator explained to the teacher over the phone regarding filling the questionnaire. The questionnaire was filled out by each class teacher based on the performance of the child in classroom. The follow up to return the filled in questionnaires was carried out via phone.

The questionnaire was constructed in a way that it consisted three statements in each domain within each domain there was a key statement. The scoring was based on the key statement that was the most vulnerable. The key statement was the one that directly addressed the issue in that domain and the response to that statement decided the performance in that domain. Each statement was rated good, fair, poor based on the observation of the class teacher. If the child scores low on the key statements, it reflects that the domain needs attention or it is affected. The interpretation of rating scale depicted in Table 2.

Statistical methods
To evaluate the performance of children with CI, percentage analysis was carried out for each domain to report the level of performance. Fisher’s exact test was used for statistical significance. The analysis was performed using Statistical Package for the Social Sciences software version 22.0 (IBM, India).

Table 3: Percentage analysis of the domains

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S No</th>
<th>Domains</th>
<th>Good</th>
<th>Fair</th>
<th>Poor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Listening behaviours</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Classroom acoustics</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Device performance</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Attention</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Social behaviours</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Repair strategies/ compensatory strategies</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Independent working habits</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Class participation</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>Test taking skills</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>Written language</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>Parental support</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>Overall academic considerations</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td>Overall average</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results
The teachers filled out the questionnaire and the results indicated significant observation in the domains. The first domain was listening behaviors, about 60% (55 % - Fair, 5 %- Poor) of the children had poor and fair abilities in listening. With reference to the domain of classroom acoustics, the teacher observed that more than half (50%) of the children had no annoyance issues in classroom and rest of the children were observed to have moderate to severe level of annoyance in the classroom. It was noted that 50% of the children had no issues in classroom and the remaining 50% had moderate to severe level of annoyance. Only 35% of the children had no issues in classroom and the remaining 50% had moderate to severe level of annoyance. Only 35% of the children were rated to have good device performance. The study revealed that 50% of the children with CI had poor attention during class. In the domain of communication, the teachers reported that more than half (Poor: 40%, Fair: 30%) of the children were fair to poor oral communicators. Only a 30% of the children who were implanted before the age of 3 years were good oral communicators.

The results indicated that the use of repair / compensatory strategies was limited among children with CI. Only 20% of them had the knowledge to use the strategies whenever there was a communication breakdown. The teachers reported that 75% of the parents of the children with CI were highly supportive of their children and the school administration.

In the present study a greater number of children reported to have fair (35%) to poor (20%) social interaction which can be suggestive of probing into psychosocial aspects and address the same. It was interesting to note that 80% of the children were reported to have good class participation by the teacher. The literacy components include writing and reading; it was interesting to note that majority of the children had fair (60%) writing abilities. The average class ranking of the child with CI revealed that out of the 20 who participated in the study, 14 were ranking below average in their academics.

Fisher’s exact test was used to establish the significance between two variables, the age of implantation with school performance and cochlear implant experience with the school performance of the children with CI the results indicated there was no statistical significance (p> 0.005) when the school performance was not affected by the age of implantation and cochlear implant experience.

However, despite several gaps in learning, children with CI enjoyed participating in class activities. The overall performance of children with CI in the current study indicated that most of the children required additional professional help in most of the areas that influence education. Specifically, in the areas of communication, listening, social interaction, use of appropriate compensatory strategies, test taking skills, reading, and writing.
Discussion

The present study explored the performance of children with CI in the mainstream education by their class teachers who were the primary observant of their performance in school. The results of the study suggest that the performance of the children was highly variable as rated by the class teacher. It must be noted that, there is individual variability in terms of school performance and learning styles among the children with CI is based on their educational support system.

Mainstream performance is influenced by many factors that facilitate learning, amongst which listening in classroom is one of the most important pre-requisites for learning. It was noted in the current study 50% of the children exhibited only fair listening Abilities despite using the cochlear implant devise. Listening again can be affected by many factors as to room acoustics, Signal to noise ratio, mapping etc. However, in average Indian classrooms that have a large student teacher ratio does not allow the teacher to facilitate listening specifically for one child with the device in the classroom. The reason for poor listening can be attributed to the limitation in time whereby the teachers are unable to facilitate listening while the lessons are being taught (Archbold et al., 2002; Leigh et al., 2013).

The acoustics in a classroom is an important factor for a child with HI that facilitates listening. Classrooms that are acoustically treated or even located in a silent area can considerably reduce noise. However, Indian classrooms are not acoustically conducive for children with CI. The background noise levels of Indian classrooms have exceeded the recommended ANSI standards (50dBA) ranging from 58 to 68.2 dBA (Sundaravadhanan et al., 2017). Hence, it is evident that Indian classrooms do not have the most ideal conditions for listening. Therefore, this is a challenge for children with CI to make use of the CI device and listen to their full potential. Also, the level of classroom noise might vary and depending on the time and the region of location (Crandell & Smaldino, 2000). This indicated that the rating of the teacher might be based on the observation during any one point during the day. However, the rating by the teacher can be an overall observation made during the entire day.

The teachers reported that the children did not use any coping strategy whenever they had a communication breakdown. Apparently, most children in the current study were unaware of the breakdown in communication and strategies to assist for the same (Tye-Murray, 2012). The psychosocial aspects of children with CI have also been highlighted recently. It is observed in the study population that more than half of the children were rated to have poor social interaction in class. The limitation in oral communication may be one of the reasons that can indirectly affect their social skills.
Writing ability is one of the major components of literacy skills essential for mainstream education. However, most children were reported to have fair to poor writing skills. These findings were in consonance with the results of previous studies (Spencer et al., 2003). Children with HI displayed deviant forms of language in writing and also are unable to represent spoken language in written forms (Mayer & Wells, 1996). Out of the 20 children with CI, teachers reported only six children had competent verbal communication abilities and all of them were implanted before the age of 3 years (Archbold et al., 2002; Damen et al., 2007). Hence, the age of implantation will not be considered for better performance in mainstream (Spencer et al., 2003). The teachers reported that 80% of the children to be good participators in the class activities. Looking at the overall performance, 60% of the children performed poorly in the mainstream setting. This can be suggestive that a majority of the population post implantation required additional support to cope with the requirements of mainstream education.

The overall academic average was poor in most of the children, indicating below average in class ranking. The participants of the present study are enrolled in schools managed by state government. The teachers and parents in schools have limited knowledge of CI and educational accommodations for the same. Only awareness and professional training can increase awareness among mainstream educators. Also, from a parental perspective, Indian parents expect to enroll their children with CI in mainstream education irrespective of the child’s capability to cope in educational system (Gladys Prathiba, 2020). Also, these groups of parents do not have the financial capacity to seek professional help in addition to the regular school expenditure. It was noted that none of the children who participated in the study were attending any additional therapy/support to cope with mainstream schooling. Therefore, the results from the present study indicate that the overall academic performance is below average for more 75% of the children who participated in the study.

Conclusion

The initiation of the state government has made CI more accessible to people in the rural areas. Therefore, more children with HI will receive CI and potentially join mainstream education. The direct clinical implication of the study is for the rehabilitation team involved in the process is to identify the gaps and facilitate mainstream education for children with CI. It also provides an insight to create awareness and make appropriate accommodations in a regular classroom. Given the educational systems in India, a larger representation of the sample would have provided finer details regarding the performance of children in CI in all spheres. Rehabilitation professional and teachers involved in process must take the essential steps to monitor the progress of the child in collaboration with the educators and parents to achieve optimal progress in mainstream.
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### TABLES

**Table 1: Scoring of the questionnaire**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.NO</th>
<th>Frequency of occurrence</th>
<th>Rating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Very frequently</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Frequently</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Occasionally</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Rarely</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Never</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2: Interpretation of the rating**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.NO</th>
<th>Frequency of occurrence</th>
<th>Rating</th>
<th>Interpretation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Very frequently</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Frequently</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Occasionally</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Fair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Rarely</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Poor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Never</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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